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SYNOPSIS 

 

Hamunaptra 290 B.C. The story begins in the Imhotep’s house. He is the 

highest priest of Pharaoh and keeper of the death. In the Imhotep’s house, there was 

Anck-su-namun. She is the mistress of Pharaoh and no other man was allows 

touching Anck-su-namun except him. But Imhotep and Anck-su-namun was falling 

in love. Still in the same place when Imhotep and Anck-su-namun were intimate, 

Pharaoh came and felt suspicious because there was someone fingerprint at Anck-su-

namun body. Imhotep came out from his shelter and stab Pharaoh with a samurai. 

Before all of Pharaoh’s guards came, Anck-su-namun said Imhotep to got out from 

there because she said that only him that could make her live again. Imhotep 

promised to resurrect her. When Pharaoh’s guards came, Anck-su-namun suicide and 

stab herself with a samurai. To resurrect Anck-su-namun, Imhotep went to 

Hamunaptra or city of the death (the place of ancient funeral for the clan of Pharaoh 

and resting place for reach family in Egypt) and stole her corpse. For his love, 

Imhotep challenged his custom and taking the book death from the holy place. In the 

middle of resurrect process, all of Pharaoh’s guards came and all of Imhotep’s priests 

punished became mummy and Imhotep got Hom-Dai punishment (the most mortally 

ancient curse). He was made mummy when he still live and before that his tongue 

was cutting by Pharaoh’s guards. They make sure that he never could out from the 

safe. If he released from it, an epidemic would be happened.  
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  Hamunaptra 1923. In the next generation, there was a battle, but Magi 

(Pharaoh’ guards) always watch over Imhotep case. Still in the same city there was a 

woman whose name is Evy. She is a librarian and has ability to write and read in 

ancient Egypt language and know everything about the history of ancient Egypt. Evy 

has a young brother whose name is Jonathan. One day, Jonathan gave Evy something. 

he said that he found it in the dig place at Thebes. When Evy opened it, she found a 

map. Evy said that it was Hamunaptra writing, but no one believed her. One day Evy 

knew that Jonathan was stealing it fromO’Connel.   

  Half of them believe about the story, but the other didn’t believe about that and 

only looking for the hidden treasure in the Hamunaptra. With different purposes, they 

went to Hamunaptra together, and each of them did a fatal mistake that make the 

strongest mummy (Imhotep’ mummy) apart from a curse. With a big strength from 

O’Connel, Evy, and Jonathan, finally they succeed to destroy the mummy.          
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